
Consolidated RFIs with Responses: 
 
1. Please provide drawings with a scale or provide existing building drawings as reference. 

A: Drawings in PDF are not to scale, please refer for DWG for scaling and building information. 
 
2. Need Elevation views: 

• Handrail, crash rail, height of ceiling, ceramic tile @ elevators, desk coverage, etc. 
A: We are not providing an Elevation View for this project. Handrail and Crash rail heights are 

standard to match existing. Ceiling height varies per location, needs to be field verified by 
contractor. Ceramic tiles in the main elevators will not be replaced, it only needs to be fixed. 
Ceramic tiles on secondary bank (P10 and P11) will be replaced, check finish schedule. Desk 
cover are provided on finish schedule and drawing, no elevation view required. 

 
3. Need abbreviation schedule WC, P1; etc 

A: New finish schedule does not have any abbreviations. Refer to new finish schedule. 
 
4. What is the solid blue line on the finish 1st floor (Around 1C171 thru 1C174) and corridor @  

    elevator bank?  
A: Refer to revised drawings and finish schedule for location of Crash Rail and Handrails. Old solid 

blue line represented handrails. 
 
5. No spec on Spectrum, but on Acrovyn; what is preferred? Spectrum noted on Drawings throughout 

A: Refer to Finish Schedule for more details. 
 
6. What is the Ceiling height? 

A: Ceiling heights vary from 7’10” to 11’5”. Contractor is responsible to field verify all heights 
regarding work area. 

 
7. What C/S oyster full height as indicated on the drawing? 

A: C/S Oyster full height will no longer be used in this project. Refer to Finish Schedule for updated 
information. 

 
8. Provide Ceramic tile for Elevator Banks. 

A: Ceramic tile in main elevator bank will need to be fixed. Ceramic tile in secondary bank will be 
replaced. Please refer to drawing and finish schedule for additional information. 

 
9. Detail the accent wall requirement. 

A: Refer to finish schedule for accent wall requirements. 
 
10. Can we schedule a site visit with Subtiers?  

A: Yes. 
 

11. Flooring is shown to be demo’d and prep’d. Is this in all areas? The tile mastic in the basement area 
had previously tested to have ACM. Can you provide current test reports of this and other areas in the 
project? 
A: Yes, all the flooring in the work area is to be removed. The most current ACM report of building 2 

will be provided for this project. An Asbestos floor plan will be provided. 
 

12.  If ACM is found in the project areas will the abatement be performed by the V.A.? 
A: No, the Contractor will be responsible to abate any ACM found in the work area that is part of the 

scope of the project. 



 
13. During the walk thru it was stated that the Terrazo floor tiles were to be the same product as the tiles 

used in Building 2 atrium area. If so this product is only available from one manufacturer and has an 
extended lead time. Has this been considered in the duration of the project?  
A: We will not be going with the same product tile as in building 2 atrium area. The Terrazzo floor 

for this project must be poured in and come from a local manufacturer. The local manufacturer 
must be able to do custom colors and design to match existing material. The flooring design for 
the terrazzo is in the drawings. Phasing can be discussed after award. 

 
14. Will tv’s, signage, etc. be reinstalled in their original locations? 

A: Yes, everything taken down from the walls will be reinstalled in their original locations unless 
specified otherwise. 

 
15. Will entire door frames be painted or exposed areas to the project areas? 

A: All door frames within the scope of work area will be repainted. 
 
16. Is there a unit of measure to the areas that “…shall retouch any clear oak storefronts and finishes.”? 

A: The contractor is responsible for measuring and assessing the desk sizes. All desks specified on the 
drawings will be replaced.  

 
17. Will access be granted to dock areas for materials to be received? Presently this access is not allowed. 

A: Loading dock access is discussed on a case by case basis. At this time, access will not be granted 
to contractors who do not have a GSA/PIV badge. 

 
18. Due to the amount of pedestrian traffic in the project area is there any areas that we should anticipate 

after hour work? 
A: Due to COVID-19 pandemic, pedestrian traffic is at a minimum. Based on how the contractor 

chooses to phase the project, there are no specific areas that should be anticipated to be completed 
after hours. However, after hour work would be preferred. 

  
19. What will the ICRA level be for the project? 

A: We are projecting a Class III ICRA. 
 
20. Will any of the work that we will be performing be required to be performed after normal working 

hours or on weekends? 
A: No it is not required to work after hours or on weekends, however the construction safety 

requirements will be more stringent during normal working hours. After hours and weekend work 
is authorized and preferred. There will be no change orders for work performed after hours. 

 
21. What are the asbestos, hazardous material and lead abatement requirements associated with this 

project? Should we expect to remediate asbestos, hazardous material, or lead? If abatement is 
required, request that the VA provide the appropriate survey report. 
A: The hazardous materials associated with this project can be found in the most current ACM report 

that will be provided for this project. The contractor is responsible to do the abatement. 
 
22. Will the VA provide onsite storage for all artwork, TVs, TV frames, room signs and directional signs 

removed by contractors? 
A: No at this time, VA will not provide onsite storage for any items that have been removed by the 

contractors. Use of VA rooms for onsite storage may be re-discussed during project performance. 
The contractor shall provide written inventory for all items removed off the walls. 

 



23. Will all wall paint need to have anti-microbial proprieties?  Is SHERWIN WILLIAMS Paint Shield 
Microbicidal the preferred wall paint for this project? 
A: Yes all paint must be anti-microbial. SHERWIN WILLIAMS HARMONY is the required paint on 

this project. 
 
24. Is installation of new water fountains included in the project scope of work? 

A: No, contractors shall demo out water fountains, cap the water pipes, close out the walls, and use 
the same finishes as the adjacent wall. 

 
25. Plan Page 3 of 3; Basement Building 2 outlines areas of work for floor finishes.  The outlined areas of 

work includes a section of newly finished flooring near BC415A, BC415B, BC416, CB400A, BB27 
and S3B.  Is this area to be refinished with new plank flooring? 
A: Refer to drawings for updated basement information. 

 
26. The plans reference Spectrim with P1 above, as a wall finish.  Is P1 accessible beige? 

A: Refer to Finish Schedule for wall finishes. 
 
27. Will the VA provide product information on Spectrim?  It is not referenced in Attachment B, 

Standard Schedule of Finishes. 
A: Yes, VA will be providing a finish schedule with product information. Attachment B are the 

generic VA standards. Please refer to updated finish schedule for all products. 
 
28. The plans direct contractors to cover reception desks.  In order to accurately bid the project, 

contractors need to know exactly how to refinish the desks.  Are we to paint, stain, cover with an 
Acrovyn product or replace with new? 
A: New desks will be provided instead while maintaining existing desk dimensions. 

 
29. The plans reference paint as a finish on numerous walls.  Is paint referencing SHERWIIN 

WILLIAMS accessible beige? 
A: Refer to finish schedule for paint and colors on specified walls. 

 
30. The plans direct use of Spectrim with WC above U.N.O.  What is U.N.O.? 

A: U.N.O stands for Unless Noted Otherwise. 
 
31. The plans direct use of Spectrim with WC above U.N.O.  Is WC to be Acrovyn 4000 Rigid Sheets? 

A: Refer to finish schedule for specifications on WC. 
 
32. Is WC a vinyl wall covering?  If yes, provide the type and color of vinyl wall covering to use. 

A: Some of the WC will be vinyl, specifications can be found in the finish schedule. 
 
33. Are all Handrails, Crashrails, Corner Guards and Wall Protection to be Amber Cherry, Chameleon 

Simulated Wood? 
A: Refer to drawings and finish schedule for specifications. Corner Guards to be provided as needed. 

 
34. The plans direct use of WC throughout U.N.O. with Accent Wall in many of the patient waiting 

areas.  What is the required finish for the accent wall? 
A: Refer to finish schedule for specifications on accent wall. 

 
35. The plans do not have a scale.  What is the scale of the drawings? 

A: The CAD drawings will be provided. 
 



36. The walls to be refinished have vinyl wall coverings.  Are we to remove the vinyl wall covering and 
repair the drywall prior to refinishing?  
A: Yes. 

 
37. Terrazzo Base- Is Terrazzo Base to be used at Terrazzo areas or rubber base?  

A: 4” Rubber Base will be used in terrazzo areas. 
 
38. Are the Terrazzo Tile and LVT to be installed over the existing flooring or will existing be demo’d 

out by others?  
A: Contractor is responsible to demo and prep all flooring in the work area prior to installing new 

flooring. 
 
39. Doorways may need to be demo’d if we do lay over existing materials, please confirm hours of demo 

work? 
A: Doorways will  not need to be demo’d. 

 
40. No wall tile elevation is available and no detail available for Ceramic large format tile, Please verify 

wall tile size and elevation.  
A: Elevations will not be provided. Refer check finish schedule and drawings for additional 

information 
 
41. Terrazzo Tile Manufacturer and size not stated. Verify both if available.  

A: Terrazzo Tiles are non-standard sizes. Local Manufacturer is Kemna Tile Inc. 
 
42. Terrazzo Setting Materials- Are epoxy mortar and grout required?  

A: Refer to Finish Schedule for more details. 
 
43. Verify which LVT should be used and provide pattern. (As per indication in the scope of work PDF 

name “SOW36C25720B0024" LVT and Terrazzo tile flooring is indicated. However in Schedule of 
Finish PDF Name” Schedule of Finishes 36C25720B0024” There are TWO Armstrong LVT and 
TWO Centiva Wood Plank LVT listed.)  
A: Refer to finish schedule and drawings for all specifications on LVT. Unclear what “Schedule of 

Finishes 36C25720B0024” document is or where it is referred. “Attachment B NTX VA Standard 
Finishes” is our generic VA Standard Finishes. 

 
44. Two Bases are Available in the Schedule of Finishes.  Which base should be used and at what 

locations?  
A: Refer to finish schedule for specifications on the Base 

 
45. VCT is indicated in Scope of Work; however, not indicated on Schedule of Finish please verify if 

VCT is to be used anywhere. 
A: Attachment B only lists our VA standards, see finish schedule for more information. 

 
46. What type of Terrazzo flooring do you want to use? 

A: Refer to finish schedule and drawings for pattern and specifications on Terrazzo. 
 
47. What type hand rail and crash rail do you want? 

A: Refer to finish schedule for specifications on handrails and crash rails. 
 
48. The plans ask for Spectrim and your standard is Acrovyn what is to be used? 



A: Spectrim and Acrovyn will no longer be used in this project. Refer to finish schedule for more 
details. 

 
49. What type of Vinyl plank is to be used?  

A: Refer to finish schedule for specifications on LVT. 
 

50. Does the bid bond have to be sent in advance so that the government can feel the raised seal on the 
hard copy? Or can an electronic version of the bid bond with the raised seal digitally enhanced to 
show the raised seal exists on it be included and sent with our bid effort documents…and then 
forward the hard copy if deemed low bidder? 
A: Bid Bond shall be submitted allowing the raised digitally enhance seal to appear and must be 

included as part of their bid package. Original copy not required. 
 
51. How much hallway will be given to the general contractor at any given moment as a “Controlled 

Access Zone” where the GC and subs will be the only personnel allowed into that work space? 
A: That will depend on how the contractor proposes to phase the project. 

 
52. Will phasing be required in order to allow the general contractor to secure a “Controlled Access 

Zone” to designated sections of the hallways? If so…how many phases? 
A: Phasing will be allowed and proposed by the Contractor but coordinated through the VA. The 

quantity of phases does not matter as long as the Contractor does not go over the period of 
performance. 

 
53. Will the entire hallway in regards to the width, be accessible for the general contractor to be able to 

lay the flooring from wall to wall as we work down the hallway? 
A: Yes the entire hallway will be available for the contractor during the evening shifts and weekends. 

During the day shifts, the hallways will be partially available and temporary floor protection will 
be provided and installed by the contractor for any unfinished/open flooring. Partition walls will 
need to be constructed to keep general occupancy outside of the work area for all worked 
performed during the day. 

 
54. Will the entire hallway in regards to the width, be accessible for the general contractor to be able to 

paint both sides as we work down the hallway? 
A: Yes, general contractor will have access to the entire width of the hallway provided it’s during the 

evening shits and weekends. 
 
55. Will a barrier be required to separate our work from the hospital occupants during construction? 

A: Yes, a temporary wall will need to be erected in order to separate hospital occupants during 
construction. 

 
56. During the flooring prep and demo of existing flooring, will there be any mastics containing asbestos 

encountered? 
A: Yes, ACM report will be provided to determine areas containing asbestos. Contractor will be 

responsible for the abatement. Contractor will also be provided with an asbestos floor plan. 
 
57. During the painting prep (sanding) will there be any lead paint encountered? 

A: No there will not be any lead paint encountered in the area. However, lead material can be found 
under the paint. 

 
 



58. As sections of hallways are completed can final inspections be accomplished for each completed 
section as they get finished? 
A: Yes, we can have final inspections done at the end of each phase/section that has been completed. 

 
59. What will the ICRA requirement be for the various scopes of work? 

A: The ICRA is projected to be a class III. 
 
60. If sections are closed off to allow the GC to accomplish that section of work, will that section come 

under an ICRA level for all those scopes of work that are within that “Controlled Access Zone”? 
A: Due to this being the primary hall of building 2, if a section is closed off, it will have to be done 

after hours and opened up for use every morning.  
 
61. I did not see where the carpet was to be installed on the floor plan of the drawings, however carpet 

tile (CPT) is referenced in the attachment B of the standard finish schedule? 
A: There will be no carpets provided in this renovation. The Attachment B only lists our VA 

standards, it does not mean everything on there applies to this renovation. 
 
62. I did not see where the VCT was to be installed on the floor plan of the drawings, however Vinyl 

Composition Tile (CPT) is referenced in the attachment B of the standard finish schedule?  
A:  There will be no VCT provided in this renovation. The Attachment B only lists our VA standards, 

it does not mean everything on there applies to this renovation. 
 
63. Near the bottom left corner of Plan Page 2 of 3 says…ANY CLEAR OAK STOREFRONTS AND 

FINISHES MUST BE RETOUCHED. COUNTER FINISHES SHOULD MATCH RECEPTION 
DESKS THROUGHOUT CLINICS 1-4. Can you provide any additional scopes or specs or help with 
what this means?   
A: Replace all desks instead of retouching, this will include power and data (Match existing power 

and data). Refer to new finish schedule.  
 
64. Can Wilson art laminate be substituted for the spec wall panel? It was used in the past. 

A: Information will be found on finish schedule. 
 
65. There is a water fountain on the first floor that is in an alcove of the bathroom entrance (room 

1C307)… the plan page 1 of 3 show a line of delineation that cuts off that alcove and appears that it’s 



not in our count as a removal? Scope….SOW says to remove all water fountains on first floor and 

basement. See  
A: As stated by the scope, all water fountains on the first floor and basement are to be removed. This 

will apply for any missed water fountains that are located in the hallway within the work area. 
 

 


